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Production of Video football games is a good sportvideos365
market and with the latest technology in smartphones and
cameras becomes easier than ever! All components can be
purchased (e.g. Amazon) To facilitate the selection, we are

constantly testing many smartphones, cameras and other
accessories. The winner will be certified by us and will receive a
professional video production set. Especially designed for the
needs of amateur and youth football.

BEST
IN
TEST

Samsung Galaxy S5 neo
SM-G903FZKADBT
5.1-inch touchscreen
16 megapixel camera
16 GB internal memory

from €

272,–*

Samsung Galaxy S6
LG Nexus 5X
LGH791.A3DEBK
5,2-inch touchscreen
12,3 megapixel camera
32 GB internal memory

from

4250698797164
5,1-inch touchscreen
16 megapixel camera
32 GB internal memory

from

€ 410,–*

€ 273,–*

Other models: Samsung Galaxy Camera GC100
Samsung Galaxy S5 neo
Samsung Galaxy S7

Samsung Galaxy Camera GC200
Huawei Nexus 6P

Certified models:
Our certified models have been proven through extensive tests
and regular use on football fields. Thus an optimised, proper and
sustainable use of the sportvideos365 application is guaranteed.
* Date: 01 July 2016 (Amazon) – all prices without guarantee.

For these models the application automatically optimises the picture settings and guarantees the best results. The list of models is
constantly being expanded.

Accessories tested:
So that nothing stands in the way of a professional video production , it requires a little more equipment. We recommend
that you use the products we have already tested. They are more

than proven in continuous use, they are coordinated and are characterised by very good value for money. However, other components can be purchased as long as they meet the requirements.

Additional battery
For enough power, it should
be 10.000 mAh.
Recommendation:
JETTech 10.000 mAh
Portable Power Bank,
ca. € 17,–*

Tripod
Pay attention to good stability
and smooth video head cushioning
for blur-free images.
Recommendation:
Velbon Videomate 438
ca. € 70,–*

Memory card
The Samsung Galaxy S5 neo requires
a micro SD memory card (32 GB)
with SD adapter
Recommendation: Transcend Micro
SDHC 32 GB incl. SD-Adapter,
ca. € 9,–*

Tripod holder
For secure attachment of the
mobile phone to the tripod.
Recommendation: Rollei Selfie
Clip Smartphone tripod holder
ca. € 13,–*

USB cable C
The Nexus 5x must be connected via a USB
cable C with the battery (USB to USB C).
Recommendation: AUKEY USB C Kabel,
ca. € 8,–*

Extras:
Camera case

Battery pack Case

Velcro (adhesive)

Everything can be
completely and safely
kept in the case.
Recommendation:
Amazon Basics
Camera case
ca. € 16,–*

To attach the battery
to the tripod.
Recommendation:
CSL-Battery pack case
ca. € 7,–*

Self velcro to attach the battery
case to the tripod.
Recommendation:
TRIXES velcro
ca. € 5,–*

Complete sets:
Samsung
Galaxy S6
+
+
+
+
+

LG Nexus 5X

Battery
Selfie Clip
Tripod
Tripod holder
Cases

S6-Set:
buy now!

+
+
+
+
+
+

Battery
cabel
Selfie Clip
Tripod
Tripod holder
Cases

Samsung Galaxy
S5 neo

5X-Set:
buy now!

+
+
+
+
+
+

Battery
Selfie Clip
Tripod
Tripod holder
Memory card
Cases

S5-Set:
buy now!

Date: 01 July 2016 (Amazon) – all prices without guarantee.

FAQ:
Can I use lms with other models?
Yes! Please send us an email with the name and model number of the
device. If the device meets our requirements, you can also shoot with
this model. A detailed test as with our certified models will not be performed and the image settings are not automatically optimised.
When will you offer certified phones/Cams?
We are constantly testing different devices and regularly adding to the
model list. The next update is scheduled for early August.

VIPRTEC Gmbh

Diplomatengasse 9 A-3362 Mauer Austria

How does the film work?
Download our sportvideos365 App from the Google Play store on your
new device and install it. Then you are ready to shoot!
Can I use the phone elsewhere?
We recommend for video production a separate device in your club.
Nobody wants to miss a key highlight. If you use the phone for other
tasks, recording and filming may be interrupted due to low disk space
and scenes may not be recorded.

